iOttie Launches iTap Magnetic 2 Car Mount Series, Providing Sleek and Strong Phone
Mounting Solutions for Any Mobile Device
Equipped with strong, rare-earth magnets, the iTap Magnetic Car Mount Series features a variety of
mounts that secure smartphones of all sizes to a car’s dashboard, air vent or CD slot.
NEW YORK - Nov. 5, 2018 — i Ottie, a leading mobile accessories company, today launched the iTap
Magnetic 2 Car Mount Series. This line of smartphone car mounts features stronger magnets to safely
secure any mobile device, including larger models, to a dashboard, air vent or CD slot while you drive.
The three different mounts accommodate a variety of preferences and are each thoughtfully designed to
complement any automotive interior and enhance a user’s driving experience.
“The iTap Magnetic 2 Car Mount Series has been completely redesigned to offer smartphone users a
sleek mounting solution that offers convenience on the road,” said Eric Kang, Senior Director at iOttie.
“With the iTap Magnetic 2, drivers will be able to mount large or small smartphones with a simple tap for a
safer driving experience.”
Products in the series include:
The iTap Magnetic 2 Dashboard & Windshield Mount | $24.95 | Photos and Specs
The Tap Magnetic 2 Dashboard and Windshield Mount is a sleek and powerful magnetic mounting
solution that holds smartphones in any vehicle. Designed for maximum convenience, the iTap 2 features
two magnets that provide a secure hold for all smartphones and case combinations. The device has a
strong, reusable suction cup base with super sticky gel for a strong hold. The iTap 2 also comes with a
dashboard pad that can be installed on either smooth or textured dashboard surfaces. The ball joint pivots
and rotates to provide the perfect viewing angle for your device while you travel. The Dash & Windshield
mount is also taller than the previous iTap Magnetic Car Mount to accommodate larger premium
smartphones.
The iTap Magnetic 2 Air Vent Mount | $24.95 | Photos and Specs
The iTap Magnetic 2 Air Vent Mount is a compact smartphone mounting solution that occupies minimal
space and features a stronger and sturdier Twist Lock mechanism that installs on virtually any air vent.
Easily secure the magnets to your device, place it on the iTap 2 Magnetic Air Vent Mount, and adjust the
cradle into a convenient position.
The iTap Magnetic 2 CD Slot Mount | $24.95 | Photos and Specs
The iTap Magnetic 2 CD Slot Mount takes something rarely used - your car’s CD slot - and transforms it
into an invaluable part of your driving experience. Simply insert and lock the mount into your CD slot,
attach the magnets to your phone and place it on the mount for a safe and efficient way to dock your
device while driving.
Each product in the iTap Magnetic 2 Series comes with a Metal Plate Kit that fits a variety of phones as
well as a protective film designed to protect the phone’s finish. Each mount comes with two strong
magnets to hold smartphones and cases securely. Simply attach one of the included rare-earth magnetic
plates to your smartphone or phone case and place your phone near the iTap Magnetic 2 Mount, allowing
the magnets to secure your phone in place. The iTap Magnetic 2 Series is now available for purchase on
Amazon and iOttie.com

About iOttie
iOttie is a leading mobile accessories company that produces thoughtfully engineered wireless charging
solutions and phone mounts. Headquartered in New York City’s fashion district, iOttie draws inspiration
from its surroundings, designing some of the most stylish products in the mobile accessories industry.
iOttie is also known for creating the most unique and technologically effective products that ensure an
efficient charge with every use. With a presence in major retailers around the world, iOttie is at the
forefront of mobile accessories and wireless charging innovation, and is dedicated to creating products
that simplify and enhance our experience with technology. To learn more, visit www.iottie.com.
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